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Spirit of the Border is a historical novel. It is based on events occurring in the Ohio River Valley in the late eighteenth century. It
features the exploits of Lewis Wetzel, a historical personage who had dedicated his life to the destruction of Native Americans and
to the protection of nascent white settlements in that region. Riders of the Purple Sage is a Western Classic. Considered by many
critics to have played a significant role in shaping the formula of the popular Western genre, the novel has been called "the most
popular western novel of all time." The Rainbow Trail, also known as The Desert Crucible, is a sequel to Riders of the Purple
Sage. The novel takes place ten years after events of Riders of the Purple Sage. The Lone Star Ranger is a Western novel that
takes place in Texas, the Lone Star State, and several main characters are Texas Rangers, a famous band of highly capable law
enforcement officers. It follows the life of Buck Duane, a man who becomes an outlaw and then redeems himself in the eyes of the
law. The Border Legion tells the story of a cold hearted man named Jack Kells who falls in love with Miss Joan Randle, a girl his
legion has taken captive near the Idaho border. Zane Grey (1872-1939) was an American author best known for his popular
adventure novels and stories that were a basis for the Western genre in literature and the arts. With his veracity and emotional
intensity, he connected with millions of readers worldwide, during peacetime and war, and inspired many Western writers who
followed him. Table of Contents: Betty Zane The Spirit Of The Border The Last Trail Riders Of The Purple Sage The Rainbow Trail
The Lone Star Ranger The Border Legion
The Path of Return Trilogy: Jamayah: Adventures on the Path of Return, Collateral Karma, Letters from the AfterworldDog Ear
Publishing
The Seven Against Thebes is the third play written by Aeschylus, in an Oedipus-themed trilogy. It was written by Aeschylus in 467
BC.
The Mystery Fancier, Volume 7 Number 2, March-April 1983, contains: "Young Detective Kildare," by Evelyn Herzog, "The World
of Nero Wolfe," by Asbjorn Skytte, "An Interview with Desmond Bagley," by Jane S. Bakerman and "Deduction in Duplicate," by
Alan S. Mosier.
From the author of Dorothy vs. Alice comes this dementedly funny reimagining of the classic tale. Alice never left Wonderland.
She's trapped. She's angry. And she wants revenge. The truth is not what you were led to believe. It wasn't all "just a dream." It's a
nightmare. A nightmare she can't escape, where formerly pleasant characters throw her unhappy unbirthday parties to torment
her, while others like to make her cry so they can lick her tears. But one day after years of this unpleasantness, she loses her
heart. Literally. Well, technically someone steals it. And she has to get it back. By any means necessary. And it's a lot easier to be
ruthless now that she's heartless. Alice is fed up with all the losers of Wonderland, from the goofy Mad Hatter to the bloodthirsty
Cheshire Cat to the sadistic Queen of Hearts. And Alice is tired of being so sweet and innocent, with all her dimples. She used to
be a preteen, but today is her 13th birthday, and she’ll be singing unhappy birthday loudly as she delivers violent justice! Yeah,
she used to be so sweet you could die. Well, now they all shall die…literally. Yes, from now on, she shall deal death with two
dimples and a giggled kill line. She’ll be a super cute Angel of Death! It may be 1865, but Alice is about to go medieval. She will
have her heart returned to her even if she has to kill all the citizens of Wonderland one by one… Malice in Wonderland Saga Malice
in Wonderland Prequel Malice in Wonderland #1: Alice the Assassin Malice in Wonderland #2: Alice the Angel of Death Malice In
Wonderland #3: Alice the Girl Who Will Tear Your Heart Out and Show It To You Before You Die Malice Hates Fairy Tales Trilogy
Jabberwocky Trilogy Dorothy vs. Alice Trilogy Keywords: free Alice in Wonderland, Through the Looking Glass, Lewis Carroll,
Lewis Carol, Cheshire Cat, Mad Hatter, Humpty Dumpty, Gregory Maguire, Coraline, twisted fairy tales, fairy tale retellings, reboot,
horror, paranormal,fantasy, coming of age, teen, Jabberwock, Jabberwocky, Caterpillar, Tweedledum, Tweedledee, Red Queen,
Queen of Hearts, Tim Burton, Serena Valentino, Wicked Queen, knight, steampunk, victorian, british, period piece, Dorothy Must
Die, twisted tales, unbirthday
Provides annotated entries for historical fiction titles, biographies, and multimedia items
? Is it the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost? No! It’s the Marty Mann, the Liberal Jesus, and the Holy Smokin’ Hot Nellie! Ooh,
It’s a Trilogy! Here’s what people have said about the books in this hilarious, irreverent, series: ? Praise for Time Is Irreverent
“Highly recommend. It’s fun, clever, cool, witty, surprising, political, sexy, everything a sci-fi book should be. And as someone
who’s also written a sci-fi-time-travel-humor novel, I love that Marty Essen doesn’t break the time rules he sets up from the
start—so many sci-fi authors do, and as far as I’m concerned, that’s just lazy writing. Not the case here! Yes, his characters learn
and adapt and grow, but the foundation of his rules remain intact always. To repeat: fun, witty, surprising, sexy. Highly
recommend.” —Jeff Abugov, writer, producer, director “Time Is Irreverent is a delightful romp that scores solid satirical points about
religion, human nature, sex, the Trump administration, and a great deal more.”—Tom Flynn, editor, Free Inquiry magazine “Ironic,
original, hysterically funny, deftly crafted, and an impressively entertaining read from first page to last, Time Is Irreverent by Marty
Essen is an especially and unreserved recommended for community library Science Fiction & Fantasy collections. It should be
noted for the personal reading lists of dedicated science fiction fans that Time Is Irreverent is also available in a digital book
format.”—Midwest Book Review “Time Is Irreverent is a well-written, well-paced novel peopled with solid, likeable characters.
Marty Essen is a talented author who has managed to wrap several complex threads into a light, enjoyable narrative. I hope he will
continue writing in the sci-fi genre and I look forward eagerly to his future works.”—Charles Remington, Readers’ Favorite Book
Reviews ? Praise for Time Is Irreverent 2: Jesus Christ, Not Again! “Time Is Irreverent 2 is a madcap blasphemous comedy of the
most delightful sort. Recommended for those whose tastes incline that way; if you loved Time Is Irreverent, run, don’t walk, to
consume this perfect sequel.”—Tom Flynn, editor, Free Inquiry magazine “An excellent follow-up to the original, and this from
someone who typically hates sequels! All the same great characters and more, plus Jesus—although not your mama’s Jesus. The
funny is funnier, the crazy crazier, and the politics even more in your face (in the good way!). If you loved the first, you’ve got to
read the second. Well done, Marty!”—Jeff Abugov, writer, producer, director “For those aficionados of entertaining, optimistic sci-fi,
who have been avidly waiting for another Time Is Irreverent adventure—your wait is over. Marty Essen has produced a fine followup to his first time traveling escapade and I hope that the likeable characters he has created will get many future outings. A great
addition to a currently gloomy, pessimistic genre. I do not hesitate to recommend it.”—Charles Remington, Readers’ Favorite Book
Reviews Publisher's Warning: This book is intended for a liberal audience and features satirical content that may not be
appropriate for Donald Trump supporters or those who are offended by views that challenge traditional religious beliefs. Common
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side effects include wide smiles, sudden laughter, and occasional snorts. Reader discretion is advised.
An undead mage thousands of years old slinks through the city of Bond. Rising up from beneath the soil, he soon finds himself
allied with escaped fugitives from the Prisonlands, a former knight, a pair of assassins and the chief of thieves. Each has their own
wants, their own goals, but the wizard's are the most deadly to the citizens of Bond, and he refuses to be denied his destiny.
Spotting healer and wizard Randall Tendbones as a threat, a plan is soon hatched to remove him permenantly, but swordsman
Kron Darkbow might have something to say about that. But Tendbones is only the beginning, for the murder of thousands is in the
works, and unless Kron can put a stop to the terrors stalking Bond, the devastation will reach across all levels of the city and
beyond.
Three of Greatest Greek Plays in one Collection “Time, which sees all things, has found you out.” ? Sophocles, Oedipus Rex Sophocles'
three Theban plays, Oedipus, Oedipus at Colonus, and Antigone, are cornerstones of western civilization and dramatic history. Each play
stems from the fated tragedy that Oedipus would kill his father and marry his mother. This Xist Classics edition has been professionally
formatted for e-readers with a linked table of contents. This eBook also contains a bonus book club leadership guide and discussion
questions. We hope you’ll share this book with your friends, neighbors and colleagues and can’t wait to hear what you have to say about it.
Xist Publishing is a digital-first publisher. Xist Publishing creates books for the touchscreen generation and is dedicated to helping everyone
develop a lifetime love of reading, no matter what form it takes
The Oversoul Seven Trilogy is one of the most imaginative tales ever written. Inspired by Jane Roberts’ own experiences with the Seth
Material, it explores life, death, time and space, providing a fascinating and provocative perspective on the nature of reality. In The Education
of Oversoul Seven, Seven learns to communicate with four of his “incarnations” whose lives are separated by centuries, yet who also coexist. In The Further Education of Oversoul Seven, the adventure continues with Seven facing new lessons as his human incarnations
struggle with the problems of sanity, free will, and even godhood. In Oversoul Seven and the Museum of Time, Seven journeys to the
Museum of Time in search of the “Codicils,” which are eternal truths that bring about the greatest opportunities for vitality, understanding,
and fulfillment. The adventures of Oversoul Seven are at once an intriguing fantasy, a mind-altering exploration of our inner being, and a
vibrant celebration of life.
Attachment: New Directions in Psychotherapy and Relational Psychoanalysis is a leading-edge journal for clinicians working relationally with
their clients. It is a professional journal, featuring cultural articles, politics, reviews and poetry relevant to attachment and relational issues; an
inclusive journal welcoming contributions from clinicians of all orientations seeking to make a contribution to attachment approaches to clinical
work; an international journal open to ideas and practices from all countries and cultures; and a cutting-edge journal with up-to-date briefings
on latest developments in neuroscience relevant to psychotherapy and counselling. Articles - All Words Make a Life Sentence: Attachment
and Narratives in Forensic Psychotherapy by Gwen Adshead - When the Victim Forgets: Trauma-Induced Amnesia and its Assessment in
Holocaust Survivors by Onno van der Hart and Danny Brom - Shades of Sex by Emma Starck - Antigone Revisited: Greek Mythology
Through an Attachment Lens (Or what did the Ancient Greeks ever do for us?) by Kate Brown - Still Being Hurt: The Vicious Cycle of
Dissociative Disorders, Attachment, and Ongoing Abuse by Adah Sachs - Disorganised and in Care: Working in the Here and Now With
Children in Care Who Display Disorganised Patterns of Attachment by Cathie O’Brien
This unique collection of Susan Coolidge's most beloved children's books and novels has been designed and formatted to the highest digital
standards. Susan Coolidge (Biography) Katy Carr Chronicles: What Katy Did What Katy Did at School What Katy Did Next Clover In the High
Valley "Curly Locks" (A Short Story) Other Novels: A Little Country Girl Eyebright: A Story Short Stories & Collections: Nine Little Goslings
Just Sixteen Not Quite Eighteen A Round Dozen Who Ate the Pink Sweetmeat? Little Roger's Night in the Church The Engineer's Story NonFiction The Letters of Jane Austen A Short History of the City of Philadelphia, From Its Foundation to the Present Time Poems: Verses
(Poetry Collection) A Few More Verses Last Verses Five Giving to All, Thou Gavest As Well to Me Benediction Five Little Buds Grouped
Round the Parent Stem Susan Coolidge, pen name of Sarah Chauncey Woolsey (1835–1905), was an American children's author who is
best known for her Katy Carr Series. The fictional Carr family of this series was modeled after Woolsey's own family and the protagonist Katy
Carr was inspired by Woolsey herself; while the brothers and sisters "Little Carrs" were modeled on her four younger siblings.
Florian is of those kids who’d rather read than play ball with his friends. Which is just as well because he doesn’t have any friends. Florian is
also a fairy prince. Yeah-right. That’s what he says, too, when a strange woman visits his father’s caravan and tells him that unless a spell is
renewed by the king of Celestia within seven days, the world is doomed. His father is disabled so Florian finds himself with a crown on his
head, setting off to Celestia in the company of his father’s cranky horse, which turns into a none-less-cranky unicorn, and his father’s three
motorbike-riding friends, who insist they are elves. Ruled under the tight fist of Florian’s mother, Celestia has become a place where males,
human or otherwise, are not welcome, let alone allowed to come near the shrine to speak the words of the spell, just forgetting about that tiny
detail that Florian doesn’t have any magic. He seeks help from Celestia’s only male inhabitant: a hermit magician, who tells him that to find
the solution, he must unshrink the dragons. Excuse me? Dragons? Children, magic, unicorns, elves, silly, funny, freebie, free, motorbikes
Few men walk into shadow. Fewer walk out. Giacomo da Prado is La Città dei Fiori’s most renowned warrior, the hero of the Battle of
Cinquevie, the man other soldiers want to be. His fame as a fighter has won him the post of bodyguard to Prince Luca, the youngest member
of the dei Fiori royal family. This should be an easy assignment. It isn’t. The Rebirth has gained ascendancy in the dei Fiori kingdom,
bringing with it the ideals of harmony and reason. But all movements have their dark side. Shadowy factions are at work within La Città dei
Fiori and the rest of the kingdom, and they seek to use Prince Luca to further their ends. And Prince Luca may have a natural affinity for the
magic that his family wishes to stamp out. As the struggle grows more intense, Giaco finds himself caught between the two sides—and
questioning everything he believes. Giaco is a man of the Rebirth, but those whom he loves most in the world have no choice but to walk in
the shadows. If he wants to save them from dangerous magic and the even more dangerous intrigue of the Royal court, Giaco will have to
plunge into the dark underworld of augury and incantations. Giaco is a hero, but all heroism has limits. He will have to find something stronger
than courage if he and Prince Luca are to survive. Set in a fantasy version of Renaissance Florence, the Giaco & Luca stories combine magic
and mystery in fast-paced novellas. This omnibus edition contains the complete trilogy in one volume.
In 1972 Kenn Gordon joined the Royal Air Force serving all over the world including at several top secret bases. After 9 years military service
he returned to the Highlands of Scotland, where he had grown up in the Strath of Kildonan, first in the Village of Kinbrace, then later in the
village of Helmsdale. Kenn turned back to his musical roots and became a professional musician recording over 30 albums with various
bands. Then due to ill health he stopped playing and retired. Retirement just did not suit Kenn and he took up writing novels. The fist being a
spy thriller "Altered Perceptions" the first part in the "Andy McPhee" trilogy. This is the second part of that instalment The Return Of
SevenThe third instalment Dead End is currently being written. The follow up of which will be the A & L Detective Agency which is to be a
spin off series of 10 smaller novels featuring Andy McPhee and Lachie Henderson.All characters in this book are purely fictitious and any
resemblance to any person living or dead is purely coincidental. Many of the places in this book are real and some names have been
changed to protect the innocent. Some of the events that take place are also real but may have been fictionalised
'The Return of the King' is the third part of Tolkien's epic adventure 'The Lord of the Rings'. The Companions of the Ring have become
involved in separate adventures as the quest continues.
Journey through generations of adventure and romance as three Marcia Lynn McClure favorites blend perfectly in The McCall Trilogy! The
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roundup begins with The Foundling (formerly released as Desert Fire). She opened her eyes and beheld, for the first time, the face of
Jackson McCall... Posse up with the next generation of McCall heroes inTo Echo the Past. Stripped of her heart's hopes and dreams, she
knew true loneliness-until an ordinary day revealed a heavenly oasis in the desert-Michael McCall... And finally, ride away to dreams come
true with a modern-day McCall heroine in An Old-Fashioned Romance. Life went along simply, if not rather monotonously, for Breck McCall.
She longed for something-something that seemed to be missing... The McCall Trilogy ...a romantic escape into cowboys, courtship, and
kissing the way only Marcia Lynn McClure can deliver!
“Only eternity will reveal the significance of his labors for the kingdom of God.” Reverend David Bernard “There will be those...that can say,
“This man taught me how to love the Lord.”Reverend Nathaniel Urshan “C. L. Dees will leave a stamp on this generation, which will continue
to speak for God & bring glory to His kingdom for as long as the world stands.” The Manguns
Through the stories of veterans and the author's own understanding as a psychiatric social work officer in Vietnam and his extensive post-war
experiences as a mental health professional, A Vietnam Trilogy describes the impact of war on veterans from a psy.
A bygone legend with a washed-up crew A crack team gathered for one last tour A cold war that has simmered to its final hour When the
Castle Federation deployed the first starfighters, they revolutionized war and drove the Terran Commonwealth from their space. The first of
the carriers for those deadly strike craft was Avalon, a legend that turned the tide of a dozen battles. That was decades ago. Now Avalon is
obsolete, a backwater posting—but still a legend to the Federation and her allies and enemies alike. Wing Commander Kyle Roberts and a
cadre of officers are sent aboard the old carrier to take her on a final tour along the frontier. Aboard, Roberts finds outdated fighters, broken
pilots…and key subordinates who just might be traitors. He and the others will get Avalon ready for war once more regardless. Show tour or
not, the old enemy has been seen near the border and no matter what, when the call comes, Avalon will answer! This box set includes Space
Carrier Avalon, Stellar Fox, and Battle Group Avalon.
When everyone's convinced she's dangerous, Freya has no option but to run. The thing is, she's not entirely sure they're wrong... Follow
Freya Snow, a sarcastic, fugitive Angel, through her third trilogy of adventures as she runs from the law, fights assassins in Atlantis, and
faces off against an elite Demon squad. Reaper After almost destroying a city, Freya is forced to flee with her girlfriend, but escaping trouble
isn't so easy. Trident When assassins come for Freya's friend Mel, Freya has to accompany her to Atlantis to fight for her birthright.
Kingsguard When Lord Uther sends men to kill Freya, she finds an unlikely ally in his son, who wants to stop his father at any cost. This
collection includes books seven to nine - Reaper, Trident and Kingsguard - of the Freya Snow urban fantasy series.
A close analysis of Farah's novels is used to track the contradictions implicit in the notion of the modern, disengaged self and how
transformations of the novel in literary history attempt to negotiate this founding contradiction.
In May of 1986 Kamau Brathwaite learned that his wife, Doris, was dying of cancer and had only a short time to live. Responding as a poet,
he began "helplessly & spasmodically" to record her passage in a diary. The Zea Mexican Diary is a collection of excerpts from this diary and
other notes from this period of the Brathwaites' lives, and few who read this book will fail to be caught up in the depth of Kamau Brathwaite's
grief. The Zea Mexican Diary is a tribute to Doris Brathwaite and an exploration of the creative potency of love. (The title comes from the
name Brathwaite gave Doris, who was originally from Guyana, of part Amerindian descent.) Exposing the intimacy of his marriage, this book
is the closest Brathwaite has ever come to an autobiographical statement. In examining his life with Doris he found the courage to reveal
something of himself. But, more than an autobiography, The Zea Mexican Diary is an extraordinary work of literature, much of it written in the
expressive "nation language" of Jamaica and the Caribbean. Brathwaite filters his pain through his poetic gift, presenting it to the reader with
all the poignancy poetry conveys. The force of Doris Brathwaite's character takes shape through Brathwaite's thoughts. She was a significant
presence in West Indian culture in her own right, as an inspiration for her husband's poetry and through her efforts in the creation of the
Caribbean Artists Movement and her contributions to the publishing cooperative, Savacou. Brathwaite writes fondly of Doris's immense
generosity toward him and toward the community at large. Brathwaite's journal, and the poetry he composed during this time, is also an
exploration of his relationships to women - his mother and sister as well as his wife. The latter portion of The Zea Mexican Diary is a selection
of letters Brathwaite wrote to his sister, Mary, after Doris's death. In these letters he accuses Mary of abandoning him in his time of need.
These letters reflect the emotions generated by his great loss. Zea Mexican's memory is finally laid to rest in Brathwaite's description of a
"tree planting" ritual. Her ashes are strewn amongst the roots of a tulip tree where, Brathwaite writes, she was, "becoming /w the sky its blue
so very blue that morning & with God & with the God in all of this in all of us circle through circle through cycle through time." Brathwaite
begins the next cycle of his own life in the last chapter, entitled Anyaneanyane (The Awakening).
The Path of Return Trilogy is a remarkable literary contribution outside the commercial romance and detective formulas - a raw tale painted
with heartfelt humor which captures the innocence of imagination and the mystical forces that navigate life. In the first novel, Jamayah:
Adventures on the Path of Return, baby-boomer Bob Kramer arrives in mid-life crisis with a job loss and recent divorce. Jamayah, an unlikely
cosmopolitan guru, mysteriously recruits Bob as an initiate on the Path of Return - a fusion of wisdom traditions tempered toward paranormal
mastery and cosmic awareness. The progressively intense challenge is how Bob will reconcile his scientific skepticism in a mystical
adventure that embraces a strip bar and the horrors of war. In the end, Bob returns to ordinary life, but feels detached, alone, and indifferent a malaise Jamayah reframes as having passed a sacred rite of passage. The sequel, Collateral Karma, opens after Rickshaw Lubowski
(formerly Bob Kramer) has ditched the Path of Return in search of more tangible things - like sex, occultism, and sorcery. As a result, he
becomes the target of a curse cast by the evil leader of a ceremonial cult who practices ritual sex and black magick. Rickshaw's descent into
the world of sensation and desire incurs mysterious nightmares all too real, starting with the obsessively expected death of his new fiance.
Desperate, he meets a blind fortuneteller who knows more about his destiny than anyone should and with whom he falls in love. Only when
he loses touch with reality does his mentor, Jamayah, appear. Together, they join forces with shamanic sorcerers to reverse the deadly
curse. The last novel in the series, Letters from the Afterworld, begins with Rickshaw reminiscing about his marriage to Crystal a year before.
Rickshaw attends a seance in Los Angeles conducted by a medium with a gift for automatic writing and receives a channeled letter for his
friend Murdock. Evidently, Murdock is on a soul recall list for people whose souls prematurely inhabited their selected bodies. Other friends of
Rickshaw have dreams of the same recall letters and incur near fatal illnesses and accidents. Jamayah distrusts the source of the afterworld
letters and believes hybrid souls (who formerly incarnated on an alien planet), are exploiting humans for metabolic enzymes through
enzymatic blood transfusions. Stakes are raised when Rattlesnake Dan and Murdock are kidnapped and a ten year old boy is murdered.
Finally, Rickshaw, Jamayah, SBL, Weird Willie, Raoul, Juan, Apollo, and Billy the Kid mobilize the Cosmic Rangers with the pledge of liberty
and justice for all."

He is the Truthseeker, and his voice cries justice. In a world suffocating with lies and deception, those rare individuals
who unfailingly hear the pleas of justice stand out. Jim Markham is one of those individuals, and he shines as a beacon
of truth, allowing the scores of people his life touches to find their way along shadowed paths to a brilliant moral light.
Truth and Deception is the riveting sequel to Born with a Mission, the second volume of the epic trilogy, The Caul,
wherein Jim Markham becomes a seasoned Agent of both the Air Force Office of Special Investigations and the Army
Criminal Investigations Division, confronting chaos and disorder, and ultimately rises as a Polygraph Scientist invincible
to deceit. Fans of James Clavell and Gary Jennings will love this chapter in Matte's story, as Markham travels all over the
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world, experiencing exotic customs and meeting fascinating people while he faithfully serves the United States Armed
Forces. Join Markham on a mission; to reveal spies in the US military selling information to Moscow; to solving the riddle
of a murdered girl in South Korea; to subjecting an Arabian Prince to a polygraph examination at Markham's own peril.
Witness the love of an honest man, and that love's high price. You're invited to see the truth of James Markham's
astounding destiny. A man blessed with the protection of The Caul. But is the Caul enough to protect him from the Father
of Deceit?
I created the Star Wars franchise. I am George Lucas. Learn all about this remarkable man, whose accomplishments are
truly inspiring, in the continuation of the I AM series. I AM GEORGE LUCAS will follow one man's journey to become the
most famous filmmaker in the world. Discover everything you wanted to know about this celebrated movie guru and
creator of Star Wars. This book will feature a full-color illustrated cover, one-color illustrations throughout, a detailed time
line, introductions to other notable people from the story, sidebars, and a top-ten list of important things to know about
George Lucas.
The Moorish Trilogy, Part One is the fictitious tale of Othello’s journeys and adventures before he was fatally impaled by
the quill of Shakespeare. Captain Belgae Hawkins, spawn of Vikings, is a tormented soul, secretly battling with his past,
warring in his sleep, and spitting at his demons. In his waking reality, his ragtag army dangles on the cusp of a wave of
invasion by Othello’s legions of ruthless warriors, man-eating predators, and an elephant brigade. Each time Hawkins
mounts a resistance, his men are overrun, retreating further and further west from Egypt, via Alexandria, Libya, Tripoli,
Carthage, and then across the channel to Granada in Spain. Battling storms, floods, and plagues, the warring factors
form new relationships, new allies, and new enemies. Life, love, loss, loyalty, friendship, and betrayal flourish. When Will
loses his wife Emma Lynn to the plague, Hawkins joins Will on a psychological journey through a long cycle of
depressive episodes, until he reaches acceptance. Narrated from Hawkins’ point-of-view, the reader never knows what
will happen next in this high-speed, epic roller coaster adventure. Othello has fascinated generation after generation
throughout the world for more than 400 years. In this age of sequel and prequel, Othello’s journeys and adventures are
limited only by the boundaries of the sliver of his existence on Shakespeare’s stage. Enter The Moorish Trilogy.
Africa changes you FOREVER. Once you have been there, you will never be the same. Read 3 of the novels that will
take you back to AFRICA'S most notable and captivating periods. The super addictive trilogy starts here. Ready for the
ride? Book 1: Cry of the Fish Eagle Rupert's family is happy and at peace. But a vulnerable future is ahead. Chaos is
coming. The Rhodesian War is looming ... Rupert escapes to Rhodesia from the bloody conflict that is terrorizing Europe.
His mission is not just duty-driven but a promise to look for an orphaned, young girl. It's a futile search and with time
running out he has no choice but to re-join the theatre of war. When peace returns Rupert travels back to Rhodesia to
begin anew, to find the orphaned girl and to start a new life. But nothing can prepare him for what is next as we helplessly
watch Rupert wade against a chaotic tide of nationalism. Book 2: Vultures in the Wind Luke was close to death. He had
been beaten mercilessly and was unrecognizable. They wanted the names of their ANC accomplices. Matthew Gray and
Luke Mbeki were born on the same day, spending a brief childhood on an African beach, blissfully ignorant of the outside
world. But their youth is severed. Released into the real world, the two now face their future in a country deep in the
throes of violent change. Can the rules and discipline of discrimination pull the men apart? Is there any mercy? And what
happens when these two eventually cross paths? Book 3: Just the Memory of Love Will he ever find his love again or will
she always be just a memory? The war is finally over and for the young and naïve Will Langton, his future is full of
exciting adventure and happy dreams. Captivated by a brief, but innocent love affair on the rocks of Dancing Ledge, is
shattered in one single moment and she is lost to him. For Will, it's an unbearable pain that he can not hope to escape
from and the only means to assuage his sorrow is to run away ... to Africa. "It was as if I was reading my own life,
knowing all the areas. I loved it. " "Deeply moving and entertaining read. " "Peter Rimmer writes a very interesting story
with good detail on what happened in Southern Africa prior to independence. " " A gripping story that will stay with you
long after the end of the book.... " Grab your copy today
In the 11th century AD, the ailing Byzantine Empire teeters on the brink of full-blown war with the Seljuk Sultanate. In the
borderlands of Eastern Anatolia, a land riven with bloodshed and doubt, a dark hero rises from the ashes of the conflict.
Apion's journey will be a savage one, taking him from the snakepit of Constantinople to the blistering heart of the Seljuk
realm . . . all the time leading him towards the fabled plains of Manzikert.
Reading Romans as Lament examines how and why Paul uses such a high volume of Old Testament lament in his letter
to the Romans. Lament is not merely a poignant cry of distress, but a distinct form of prayer scattered across the pages
of the Old Testament. It contains a distinct literary footprint and theology. Although often overlooked, Romans contains a
great deal of this prayer form through its various lament citations and echoes. When these citations and echoes are
heard, it impacts the interpretation of the letter's argumentation and sheds historical light on suffering in the early church.
Building on the work of both Old Testament scholarship and recent trends in Pauline Studies, most notably Claus
Westermann and Richard B. Hays, this book explores how Paul uses the language and theology of Old Testament
lament to address the tension between what his gospel promises and the pain his listeners experience. The echoes of
lament in Romans indicate that suffering stems from various sources, but they share a common concern with divine
wrath. The experience of pain, including concern over God's wrath, is a reality for the "righteous" in Rome. Paul
consistently answers their cries of distress with the gospel.
The bestselling Dragon Stone trilogy is now available in one complete set. This fantasy series has sold over 200,000
copies in the US and the UK! Discover this epic fantasy series by bestselling author Kristian Alva! This set includes: 1.
Dragon Stones: Book One of the Dragon Stone Saga 2. Return of the Dragon Riders: Book Two of the Dragon Stone
Saga 3. Vosper's Revenge: Book Three of the Dragon Stone Saga PRAISE FOR THE DRAGON STONE SAGA
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Irina, the last sorceress, continues with her five heroes on their quest to save their world in a story of love, sex,
adventure, and a heroine who doesn't need to choose between her men! Irina and her brave beloveds are seeking a
means to unleash her powers fully, and if they can find it, the world will tremble with the force of her fury. They are turning
the tide against the evil entity known as the Authority, but even if the sorceress can fully realize her abilities, they will
need all of their combined strength to survive the most challenging trials they have yet faced. Anders' revelation of the
truth about his mysterious past has changed everything for Irina and her band. But the implications it has for their
struggle, and the effect it will have on Irina's relationship with him, have yet to be fully realized. Meanwhile, just how large
will our sorceress's harem grow with so many valiant men crossing her path? Turn back now if you are troubled by tales
of love and sex between one woman and many men, for in this story, the heroine has it all! This is the second book of the
Sorceress's Seven trilogy. If you haven't read The Sorceress's Return: Book One of the Sorceress's Seven Trilogy, check
it out! 18+ Reverse Harem Fantasy containing moments of searing sex. This 75,000 word novel is the second of a trilogy
that will conclude the story in the third book.
WHEN ALL OTHER OPTIONS RUN OUT, NEVER LET GO OF YOUR GUN. In a few hundred years, the Algol system becomes
humanity's new home. The question is: is it a better one? When a crew of arms smugglers botches their latest job, Corps-deserter
and crewmember, Aly Erikson, is separated from her brother, the only person she can trust, and left behind to fight for her life. In
the aftermath, as she tries to piece together what happened, a crew of roughneck settlers pressgang her into a dangerous mission
in the heart of Corps territory. Time is running out to get back everything she's lost… Her crew, her brother, and her options. But no
one is taking her gun. Winner of the 2010 Rocky Mountain Fiction Writers Colorado Gold Contest for best action/thriller. Finalist in
the Kindle Book Review 2012 Best Indie Book Contest for science fiction/fantasy. What people saying about the Spectras Arise
Series “A fast-paced and fun sci-fi space adventure with a great protagonist… starts with a running gun fight and doesn't let up until
the explosive conclusion.” “Top Notch SciFi Read!” “I'm torn between wanting to savor every exciting moment of this gorgeously
written series or binge-read to find out what happens next.” “Thrilling, Roller-Coaster Ride of Military Sci-Fi Adventure” “Contains
the kind of action that makes it hard to turn off the light and go to sleep.” Other books in the Spectras Arise series Conviction: A
Spectras Arise Prequel Novella Contract of Defiance: Spectras Arise Trilogy, Book 1 Contract of Betrayal, Spectras Arise Trilogy,
Book 2 Contract of War, Spectras Arise Trilogy, Book 3 The Spectras Arise Series Omnibus, including all four books
A Companion to Cultural Geography brings together original contributions from 35 distinguished international scholars to provide a
critical overview of this dynamic and influential field of study. Provides accessible overviews of key themes, debates and
controversies from a variety of historical and theoretical vantage points Charts significant changes in cultural geography in the
twentieth century as well as the principal approaches that currently animate work in the field A valuable resource not just for
geographers but also those working in allied fields who wish to get a clear understanding of the contribution geography is making
to cross-disciplinary debates
The Dragonmaster Trilogy collection is a compilation of three stunning YA Fantasy novels, FLAME, FLIGHT and FREEDOM as
well as two books of short stories. Join sisterwitches Sanna and Isadora Spence as they grow into a new world of dragons,
unexpected magic, and struggles that test the enduring bonds of sisterhood. FLAME In Anguis, magic Is forbidden. Dragon
Servants Sanna and Isadora Spence live deep in Letum Wood, where persnickety dragons and wars on the borders are the least
of their worries. Thanks to years of simmering tension, the hidden village is destined to crack. Soon, Sanna’s deep love for the
giant beasts causes her to make an irreversible mistake, while Isadora’s disinterest leads her to a fateful decision that will change
the course of the entire world. Can the sisters prevent everything they know from falling apart? Or do they allow it to break and
pave the way for new growth? Join these beloved sisterwitches in a story about sisterhood, new magic, and dealing with change.
FLIGHT A treacherous new world awaits. Sisterwitches Isadora and Sanna Spence aren’t sitting back anymore. In fact, they’re
both tangled in separate new worlds—ones they didn’t anticipate. Despite the Dragonmasters home burning to ash, Sanna is
certain of one thing—she will not be a tyrant, even though managing a brood of frightened dragons falls on her reluctant shoulders.
When a devastating tragedy strikes the Dragonmaster families, Sanna is forced to face a world she never knew existed. Isadora,
on the other hand, is too busy with her new life to worry about her old one. In the midst of training with her perpetually annoyed
mentor, Maximillion, Isadora is unexpectedly taken away from home and thrust into a dangerous game. Her life is now in the
hands of her most terrifying enemy: Cecelia Bianchi. Both sisters are far from home and over their heads. Can they marshal their
courage to save those they care about? Or will their expanding horizons prove to be their biggest danger yet? Join the beloved
sisters from FLAME in a new tale about growing up, moving on, and finding the courage within. FREEDOM Isadora Spence knows
two things: 1) she’s tired of all the wars and wants them to stop and 2) she never wants to see Maximillion Sinclair again. Sparks
fly when rising desperation leads Isadora and Maximillion to attend a political delegation together in the Southern Network. She’s
determined to create a pact for peace and save lives, but when events spiral into far more dangerous territory, she realizes the
only witch she can trust is Maximillion. Can they work together, or will everything fall apart? Meanwhile, her sisterwitch Sanna is
out of her depth in an unfamiliar world of volatile goddesses and buried history. Facing an unwinnable battle against Prana, the
ruthless goddess of the sea, Sanna roots through history, only to discover that Prana isn’t the only enemy they face. In a world
embroiled with war on all fronts, can the sisterwitches do their part to bring peace and freedom to Antebellum? Or will all their best
efforts fail in the bigger machinations of goddesses and witches? FREEDOM is the final book in the Dragonmaster trilogy. This
sweeping YA Fantasy saga will take to a new world, keep you on the edge of your seat, and ask you to answer the most
impossible question of all: What is freedom?
One powerful sorceress. Five valiant heroes. A quest to save the people of their nation from a malicious ruler. And a heroine who
doesn't need to choose between her lovers!Irina is the last sorceress in the nation of Bolo Vadia. The others have all been
murdered beneath the iron-fisted rule of a shadowy despot known as the Authority. And he will stop at nothing to do the same to
her.Irina has her own ideas about that. Harboring her own reasons for revenge, she plans to overthrow the Authority before he can
have the chance to get to her. To get close enough, she's recruited the assistance of five men: -The honorable knight: He has
turned against his lord to join with Irina's hopeless but noble cause.-The twins: Two cunning rogues who have been forced into
thievery by the Authority's mad rule.-The foreign explorer: A man who is as massive of body as he is contemplative of spirit.-The
mysterious wanderer: He harbors a dark secret that veils his past and could ultimately make him friend or foe.Will all five join
Irina's harem, swearing to protect her and be protected by her for all time? Or will she be betrayed?Turn back now if you are
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bothered by stories of love and sex between one woman and many men, for in this tale, the heroine has no need to choose!18+
Reverse Harem Fantasy containing some scenes of violence and several scenes of searing sex. This 85,000 word novel is the
beginning of a trilogy that will conclude the story in the third book.
A girl who was born in a light house discovers that she can do strange and powerful things. She grows to become a thriving
businesswoman, philanthropist, and inventor who knows nothing of love, friendship, or family. She learns that she is part of a
spiritual family; a society that has learned that though this physical world may be a useful place to live, physicality is still an illusion.
They have learned that the only truth is love. The question is: What do you love?
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